Abstract—We propose an approach for explicitly capturing context in object detection. We model visual and geometric relationships between object regions, but also model the global scene as a first-class participant. In contrast to prior approaches, both the context we rely on, as well as our proposed mechanism for belief propagation over regions, is lightweight. We also experiment with capturing similarities between regions at a semantic level, by modeling class co-occurrence and linguistic similarity between class names. We show that our approach significantly outperforms Faster R-CNN, and performs competitively with a much more costly approach that also models context.

I. INTRODUCTION

Context is an important mechanism that makes visual recognition easy for humans [1]–[3]. It is natural to also model context in machine perception. Both classic recognition work and recent neural techniques have incorporated context [4]–[10]. However, prior work does this in a manner which is expensive from both a computational and human labeling point of view. One line of work models context through the use of a knowledge graph constructed at the semantic (category) level [10]–[12]. To construct it, authors rely on human annotations, e.g. the 2.3 million subject-verbobject relations in the Visual Genome dataset. Another line of research [9], [13], [14] relies on visual and geometric similarity between regions. [9] propagate belief over the features of image regions through a gating mechanism, namely Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [15]. However, GRUs require a large number of parameters. Finally, many prior works [8], [9], [12] model relations between regions only, but do not propagate these relations to update the global, image/scene-level representation.

We propose a novel approach for context-aware object detection that tackles the problems mentioned above. First, rather than modeling class similarity through expensive annotations, we propose to model it through mid-level attributes as well as linguistic similarity between class names. Second, we show that expensive GRUs can be replaced with a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [16] to achieve comparable performance with a much smaller number of parameters. Third, we demonstrate that propagating belief to the global scene level, which in turn affects region-level features, greatly improves performance.

In more detail, we experiment with a suite of techniques for modeling context between object regions. The first set of those use a variant of Structure Inference Net (SIN) [9] as their basis. We add similarity between regions in terms of predicted attributes to these regions, to the computation of region-to-region edge weights in SIN. We also propagate belief between regions and a global scene node. In a second framework, we replace the gated belief propagation in SIN with two GCNs that separately model visual and geometric relationships. The resulting model is six times more efficient than SIN in terms of number of parameters, and achieves competitive results. We add a global scene node to one of these GCNs, as well as additional modeling of the linguistic (word embedding) similarity between classes, such that a model receives extra penalty if it confuses semantically related classes (which may also be easy to confuse visually).

We show the benefit of each of the techniques we propose: global representation capture, category similarity modeling through mid-level attributes and word embeddings, and the use of GCN instead of GRU. We conduct experiments on two established object detection datasets, PASCAL VOC and COCO. We show that our approach significantly outperforms the standard detection algorithm, Faster R-CNN [17]. We also show it achieves comparable results with the recent but more expensive Structure Inference Net [9]. We show that for several categories and super-categories, our method outperforms the more expensive SIN.

II. RELATED WORK

Implicit context modeling: Standard detection methods [17]–[19] implicitly capture context, e.g. through shared convolution weights, expansion of the perimeter of boxes, sharing of parameters at different scales, etc. Some general-purpose works [20]–[22] complement convolutional networks with global context and cross-region coordination. Instead, we show that explicit, pairwise region context modeling improves performance beyond the implicit modeling that detection methods such as [17] provide.

Using graphs to help detection: The most related work to ours is Structure Inference Net [9], which performs object detection by relying on context from other objects and the scene. [9] formulate a graph connecting regions output by Faster R-CNN’s Region Proposal Network (RPN). Feature representations are propagated over the edges of the graph,
through a gating mechanism: specifically, Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). [8] is similar, but unlike [9] does not model the scene (image) level; it also relies on expensive iterative memory updates and needs an explicit iteration limit. Another work [23] uses context to refine proposal features, but does so through simple weighted concatenation; in contrast, we explicitly model pairwise relationships between regions, which increases the interpretability of our method. [24] model relations between objects through attention but do not model the global scene level, which we show is critical in our work.

Graphs for related tasks: Other methods also use graphs to model context, but perform different types of detection tasks than our goal. For example, [10], [11], [13], [25] construct a knowledge graph at the semantic (category) rather than region level, but evaluate in the large-scale detection setting (Visual Genome and ADE datasets) rather than common object detection (PASCAL VOC, COCO) as we do. Moreover, [10] evaluate their model on a region classification task, using provided bounding-box coordinates in both training and testing. Several of these also use additional computation or “bells and whistles”. For example, [13] use an attention model and an intricate framework with many steps; they show in ablation studies that each of the many modules of their network aid performance. Similarly, [25] compute semantic relationships from annotations on the Visual Genome dataset [26] (e.g. subject-object-verb, spatial/prepositional relations) which are expensive to obtain and not available on the datasets we consider. In contrast, we propose a set of simpler models that rely on visual, geometric, or mid-level (attribute) similarity.

[12] use bounding box annotations for a set of source categories but only have image-level labels for target categories. While they consider weakly supervised detection and compare to Fast R-CNN [27] as an upper bound, we consider fully supervised detection and show that we outperform the stronger Faster R-CNN [17] model. [7] use semantic segmentation as an auxiliary task for detection, but this requires additional annotations. There are also relevant works in the pre-convnet era, which model diverse context ranging from geometric to cultural [28], expressed using support trees [6], HMMs [29] or MRFs [30], and spatially organized SIFT features [31].

Contextual graphs for tasks beyond object detection: Context has been modeled, often through graphs, for other recognition tasks beyond detection. For example, [32] devise a relation proposal network and attention graph convolutional network to prune scene graph edges. They use graphs to compute human-object interactions. [35] use a knowledge graph to aid in semantic navigation, and [36] use one to reason about object affordances. [37]–[39] use information from a knowledge graph for zero-shot classification, and [40] use graphs for domain adaptation. None of these methods show object detection results.

III. APPROACH

Our work builds on Structure Inference Net (SIN) [9]. We extend this work through three main techniques: (1) semantic similarity between object categories grounded in mid-level representations i.e. attributes, (2) belief propagation at the global scene level, (3) replacement of the GRU mechanism for belief propagation with GCN, to achieve a simpler and more efficient model, and (4) modeling of class similarity via embeddings of class names. We describe our baseline model in Sec. III-A. We then describe the global scene updates in Sec. III-B, our mid-level semantic similarity in Sec. III-C, the GCN adaptation in Sec. III-D, and modeling linguistic similarity in Sec. III-E. We conclude with implementation details in Sec. III-F.

A. Baseline method

Our baseline model builds on SIN, but adds modeling of semantic category co-occurrences. SIN uses GRU cells as write functions to update region feature representations, by incorporating signals from other regions as well as a global node, but not updating the global node. When computing the representation \( h_i \), a GRU cell takes information from the previous hidden state \( h_{i-1} \) and current input \( x_i \). In SIN, \( h_{i-1} \) is simply the region i’s state at time \( t-1 \) and \( h_0 = f^i \) where \( f^i \) is the FC6 output for the region i. Further, \( x_i \) are messages \( m_i \) passed from (a) the global scene node, or (b) other regions. This results in two GRUs which we call Scene GRU and Edge GRU, respectively. In the following, we omit the subscript \( t \).

Messages are computed as follows. For (a), \( m^f = f^s \), where \( f^s \) is the FC6 output for the RoI-pooled whole image. For (b), \( m^s = \text{max pool}_{j \in V} (e_{j-i} * f^j) \), where \( j \) is an adjacent region, and \( K = |V| \) is the total number of regions. The edge weights \( e_{i-j} \) are computed from both visual and geometric cues. In particular, in the original SIN paper, the edge weight from region \( i \) to region \( j \) is computed as \( e_{i-j} = \text{ReLU}(W_g R_{i-j} + f^i) \). In this formulation, the first part captures geometric and the latter captures visual relationships between regions. The geometric relations are defined as:

\[
R_{i\rightarrow j} = \left| w_i, h_i, s_i, w_j, h_j, s_j, \left( \frac{x_i - x_j}{w_j}, \frac{y_i - y_j}{h_j} \right), \left( \frac{w_i}{h_i}, \frac{w_j}{h_j} \right) \right| (1)
\]

where \( w_i, h_i, s_i \) are width, height, area of region \( i \), \( (x_i, y_i) \) are coordinates of the region center. The final region representation is computed as the mean of the hidden layer in the Scene GRU and Edge GRU.

In our approach, we first add an additional component, namely capturing similarity of regions at a semantic level. We model the co-occurrence of object categories based on the model’s best set of guesses about the category in the region. This is an intuitive relationship to capture since a human similarly uses knowledge about co-occurring object categories to quickly perform recognition. Prior work has used category relationships but has leveraged more expensive annotations, as discussed above. In particular, we modify the edge computation as follows:
The term $O_{i\rightarrow j} \in \mathbb{R}^{25}$ is the flattened version of a $5 \times 5$ row-normalized class co-occurrence matrix in which rows are top-5 predicted classes $C_i$ for region $i$ and columns are top-5 predicted classes $C_j$ for region $j$ (ignoring the background class). This model and following two variants require class predictions for regions at training time as they utilize class-level semantics for regions. Due to this fact, we place the structure inference module after the R-CNN head, and train it separately using a fully-trained Faster R-CNN as backbone detector. We use the current predictions from Faster R-CNN for $C_i$ and $C_j$. This completes our baseline model, which we refer to as BASE in Sec. IV.

B. Scene updates

Our first insight is that since the scene representation is used to propagate belief towards region representations, then these region representations should also be used to update the scene representation. In particular, we add another GRU cell that updates $f^s$ using new region states after each unroll of Edge GRU and Scene GRU. Specifically, this new GRU takes mean-pooled new region states as input and changes its hidden state accordingly. Its hidden state is initialized as $f^s$, and gets updated in each unroll. Then, this updated scene representation is used as input to Scene GRU in its next unroll. We show in our experiments that this approach, which we refer to as SCENE, improves the performance of BASE greatly. This is our only approach which is computationally more expensive than SIN.

C. Attribute-based similarity

Further, we incorporate class similarity based on attributes. We compute similarity between regions based on their highest class predictions, and the co-occurrence of these attributes and classes. We first build a row-normalized attribute matrix $A \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times K}$ where $C$ is number of classes, and $J$ is the length of the attribute dictionary. We then project this matrix onto a $16D$ latent space $M \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times 16}$. As attribute vocabularies usually contain highly correlated entries (e.g. eye, nose, head, mouth, face in [41] for the PASCAL dataset), we consider this projection as an essential step towards re-expressing them more compactly. Furthermore, we let the network learn the best projection while training instead of applying an offline dimensionality reduction.

After projection, we multiply our new attribute matrix $M$ with its transpose, resulting in $Q = MM^T$, then $Q_{c_i,c_j}$ corresponds to region $i$ and region $j$'s attribute similarity based on their highest predicted classes $c_i$ and $c_j$ (using Faster R-CNN's current predictions). The final edge weight calculation is based on the formula:

$$
e_{i\rightarrow j} = \text{ReLU}(W_o R_{i\rightarrow j}) \ast \text{tanh}(W_v [f^i, f^j]) \ast \text{ReLU}(W_o O_{i\rightarrow j}) \ast Q_{c_i,c_j}$$

(3)

We refer to the above method as ATTR1. We also propose an alternative, ATTR2. In this approach, we first map attributes to regions based on the regions’ predicted class scores, by multiplying region scores with the attribute matrix $A$. We then project this result onto a latent space $B \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times 16}$, where $K$ is the number of regions in the image. After projection, we multiply this region-attribute matrix $B$ by its transpose, to get a matrix $Z = BB^T$ such that $Z_{i,j}$ captures the similarity of regions $i$ and $j$. The edge weights are then computed as:

$$
e_{i\rightarrow j} = \text{ReLU}(W_o R_{i\rightarrow j}) \ast \text{tanh}(W_v [f^i, f^j]) \ast \text{ReLU}(W_o O_{i\rightarrow j}) \ast Z_{i,j}$$

(4)

Class-level attribute representations have been employed in zero-shot learning [42], [43] to bridge the gap between seen and unseen classes, to transfer knowledge for weakly-supervised detection in [12], and to supervise learning of region graph structure for fully-supervised detection in [11]. However, this work relies on the expensive annotations of Visual Genome and ImageNet Attributes [26], [44] while we use annotations of much smaller scale [41].

D. GCN instead of GRU

Next, we show that the expensive GRU approach is not necessary to achieve an improvement over Faster R-CNN. We model context in a simpler, more light-weight fashion, through a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN). Specifically, we use two GCNs, one for message passing based on visual dependencies between regions (referred to as Visual GCN)
and one for spatial dependencies between regions (Geo GCN). Finally, we take the mean of the representations from the two GCNs, and use it as the final region representations for the classification task in Faster R-CNN. These final region representations are obtained as:

\[ F' = F + \frac{1}{2}(\text{ReLU}(\tilde{A}_g F W_g) + \text{ReLU}(\tilde{A}_v F W_v)) \]  

(5)

where \( F \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times 4096} \) denotes FC6 output wherein each region’s feature \( f^i:K \in \mathbb{R}^{4096} \) reside as row vector, \( W_g, W_v \in \mathbb{R}^{4096 \times 4096} \) are learnable weight matrices for feature projection, \( \tilde{A}_g, \tilde{A}_v \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K} \) are adjacency matrices normalized by applying softmax on each row: \( \tilde{A}_{gi} = \text{softmax}(A_{gi}) \), and unnormalized adjacency matrices, \( A_g \) and \( A_v \), are defined as:

\[ A_{gi,j} = U^T_g R_{i\rightarrow j}, \quad A_{vi,j} = U^T_v (f^i, f^j) \]  

(6)

where \( U_g \in \mathbb{R}^{13} \) and \( U_v \in \mathbb{R}^{8192} \) are learnable weights, \( f^i \) and \( f^j \) are FC6 outputs for region \( i \) and \( j \), \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes concatenation. Lastly, \( R_{i\rightarrow j} \in \mathbb{R}^{11} \) is a vector that encodes pairwise spatial features and is identical to the formulation in [9], with concatenation of IoU \( i,j \).

We would like to note that final region representations, \( F' \), are used for classification only. For the bounding box regression task, we use FC6 features as we empirically found that it yields better performance (74.2% vs 74.9% mAP on VOC07 test). We refer to this model as GeoVIS.

However, we show that incorporating the global representation of the scene as a node in the graph, and thus propagating messages between region nodes and the scene node, improves performance (74.9% vs 75.4% mAP on VOC07 test). In particular, we formulate a method that adds the FC6 feature of the whole image as the scene representation in the Visual GCN. More specifically, we can formulate new region representations as:

\[ F' = F + \frac{1}{2}(\text{ReLU}(\tilde{A}_g F W_g) + \text{ReLU}(\tilde{A}_v (f^i + f^j) W_v - f^i)) \]  

(7)

where \( \tilde{A}_v \in \mathbb{R}^{(K+1) \times (K+1)} \) is normalized adjacency matrix of the visual graph wherein both regions and the scene reside as nodes, \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes vector attachment, and \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes vector detachment. We refer to this method as GeoVIS-S.

E. Linguistic similarity loss

Finally, we also experiment with a weighted loss formulation that seeks to increase the ability of a model to discriminate between semantically similar categories based on their pairwise distance in a word embedding space. For example, we wish to penalize cats being classified as dogs, more so than we penalize cats being classified as trucks. The intuition is that the visual discrepancy between semantically unrelated categories (cat and truck) is already large, while the discrepancy between similar categories (cat and dog) is small. As a reminder, Faster R-CNN’s optimization objective is to minimize the following multi-task loss formulation when it trains end-to-end (weights are omitted): \( \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_{\text{reg}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{cls}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{sim}} \) (the first two terms denote regression and classification losses of region proposal network and the latter two denote regression and classification losses of the R-CNN part). Our new loss formulation can be written:

\[ \mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_{\text{reg}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{cls}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{reg}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{reg}} + \lambda \mathcal{L}_{\text{sim}} \]  

(8)

where \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{sim}} \) is our additional penalty term for misclassification and averaged over all regions in a minibatch. For a particular region \( i \), it is calculated as:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{sim}} = \left[ A_{\text{sim}} Y_{\text{cls}} \right] Y_{\text{cls}} \]  

(9)

In the above formulation, \( \mathcal{Y}_{\text{cls}} \in \mathbb{R}^C \) denotes class soft-mapping for the region \( i \), \( Y_{\text{cls}} \in \mathbb{R}^C \) is one-hot ground-truth label encoding for the region \( i \), and \( A_{\text{sim}} \in \mathbb{R}^{C \times C} \) denotes the similarity matrix wherein diagonal entries are zero and other entries are calculated as \( A_{ab} = 1/d_{ab} \) before row-wise min-max normalization where \( d_{ab} \) denotes Euclidean distance between class labels \( a \) and \( b \) in GloVe [45] space. Please note that \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{sim}} \in [0, 1] \) and we choose \( \lambda = 0.1 \). We refer to this method as GEOVIS-LING.

F. Implementation details

We implement baselines and our models in Tensorflow\(^1\), employing VGG16 [46] pretrained on ImageNet [47] as the backbone feature extractor. We use NMS [48] in RPN to select 128 boxes as object proposals during training, and 256 boxes during testing. Faster R-CNN is trained with the hyper-parameters suggested in the original paper except the learning rate as we found starting with 5 \times 10^{-4} and lowering it to 5 \times 10^{-5} after 80K iterations while training on VOC 2007 trainval combined with VOC 2012 trainval (VOC07+12) yields better results (73.2% vs 74.7% mAP on VOC07 test). SIN is trained with the suggested hyper-parameters. On VOC07+12, we train all models 130K iterations with a staircase decay for learning rate (0.1 \times) after 80K iterations. On COCO 2014 train, we train them 490K iterations with same decaying strategy after 350K iterations. For ATTR1 and ATTR2, we build our class-level attribute matrix, \( A \), by aggregating instance-level attribute annotations given in [41] and normalizing each row so that their L1 norms equal one. All GCN instances employed in our models consist of a single layer as we hypothesize one round of message passing would suffice considering the graphs are dense.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

We compare the following methods:

1) BASE, the baseline model incorporating visual, geometric and semantic relationships between regions, described in Sec. III-A
2) SCENE, which builds on the baseline but also updates the scene representation (Sec. III-B)

\(^1\)https://github.com/smallcorgi/Faster-RCNN_TF
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FRCNN</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>Scene</th>
<th>Attr1</th>
<th>Attr2</th>
<th>GeoVis-S</th>
<th>GeoVis-Ling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>airplane</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.780</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bicycle</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.796</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.789</td>
<td>0.795</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bird</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.731</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.750</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boat</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.668</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bottle</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.600</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.613</td>
<td>0.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bus</td>
<td>0.853</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.843</td>
<td>0.849</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.865</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.861</td>
<td>0.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cat</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.885</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.881</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chair</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.615</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>0.584</td>
<td>0.565</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cow</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.838</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.819</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.870</td>
<td>0.852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diningtable</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>0.691</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dog</td>
<td>0.848</td>
<td>0.846</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.850</td>
<td>0.854</td>
<td>0.846</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>horse</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.863</td>
<td>0.877</td>
<td>0.871</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motorbike</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.788</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.785</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>0.778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pottedplant</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>0.509</td>
<td>0.443</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.446</td>
<td>0.482</td>
<td>0.442</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sheep</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.769</td>
<td>0.752</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sofa</td>
<td>0.700</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.720</td>
<td>0.722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>train</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.852</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tvmonitor</td>
<td>0.746</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.766</td>
<td>0.762</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>animals</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.823</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.825</td>
<td>0.829</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3) ATTR1 and ATTR2, which model semantic similarity of regions through two mid-level attribute representations (Sec. III-C)
4) GeoVis and GeoVis-S, which replace the belief propagation using context, from GRU-based to GCN-based (Sec. III-D)
5) GeoVis-Ling, our custom class name similarity loss (Sec. III-E)
6) SIN, proposed in [9], which uses the expensive GRU framework
7) Faster R-CNN (FRCNN) [17]

We include the number of trainable parameters for a subset of the methods in Tables III, for the PASCAL dataset. Since all methods are identical up to the FC6 layer, and their final classification and regression heads operate on $R^{10096}$, we also report the number of trainable parameters in between FC6 and R-CNN head for each model in Table IV so that we can make both a fair and dataset-agnostic comparison. Note that our method and Faster R-CNN have comparable number of parameters, while ours achieves better results. In contrast, SIN has 200%-600% more parameters, while only being about 1.5% more accurate (see Table I).

In Table I, we show the performance of the methods highlighting our contributions. We show the top two (or three, in case of ties) best methods for each PASCAL category. We also show the average mAP, as well as the average mAP over animal categories only. We see that our SCENE, ATTR1 and ATTR2 methods, and our GeoVis-S and GeoVis-Ling outperform FRCNN on most categories and on average. Importantly, our proposed method, GeoVis-S, outperforms SIN in terms of the average over animal categories, and it uses 6x fewer parameters compared to SIN (between FC6 and R-CNN head). This makes our model to be (1) more feasible to deploy on resource-constrained devices, and (2) more suitable for data-parallel distributed training as it will require less bandwidth for communication between servers. Further, all of our methods outperform SIN on many individual categories (5 for SCENE, 7 for ATTR1, 6 for ATTR2, 4 for GeoVis-S, and 4 for GeoVis-Ling). Each of our methods achieves the best performance on 1-3 categories and up to second-best on 4-8, compared to 1 win for FRCNN. For reference, the results for BASE and GeoVis are 0.744 and 0.749 (average) and 0.820 and 0.815 (average over the animal classes only). This shows the contribution of the scene and attribute models which improve over BASE, and the contribution of scene and the custom linguistic loss which improve over GeoVis.

In Table II, we show the results of the two baseline methods, as well as our most promising method (in terms of the animals average), on the COCO dataset. In both cases, we train on COCO 2014. At the top, we show results on 2014 minival, and at the bottom, 2019 test-dev. In the top part, we also show averages over the 11 COCO supercategories [49]. We see that while SIN achieves the best results overall, our method is quite competitive. In particular, it achieves the best result on 4 of the 11 subcategory averages we computed. In terms of the first result, AP@50 (second row of the table), our method achieves 0.408 vs 0.415 for SIN and 0.401 for FRCNN. The gain over FRCNN is thus 3.5% for SIN (at 12× the cost compared to FRCNN) vs 2% for our method (at only 2× the cost). On the other hand, our method achieves the same performance as SIN on COCO 2019 test-dev benchmark when required IoU threshold is 0.75.
TABLE II
RESULTS ON THE COCO DATASET. THE BEST METHOD IS UNDERLINED.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test setting / Method</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.50:0.95 — area= all ]</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.50 — area= all ]</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.75 — area= all ]</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.50:0.95 — area= small ]</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.50:0.95 — area= medium ]</th>
<th>AP @ [ IoU=0.50:0.95 — area= large ]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FRCNN</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIN</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.413</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoVis-S (Ours)</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.433</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COCO 2019 test-dev</th>
<th>FRCNN</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>GeoVis-S (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP @ [ IoU=0.50:0.95 — area= all ]</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP @ [ IoU=0.50 — area= all ]</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.423</td>
<td>0.411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP @ [ IoU=0.75 — area= all ]</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
NUMBER OF TRAINABLE PARAMETERS IN THE MOST COMPETITIVE METHODS, ON PASCAL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FRCNN</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>GeoVis-S (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Params</td>
<td>136,818,079</td>
<td>321,396,139</td>
<td>153,807,396</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV
NUMBER OF TRAINABLE PARAMETERS BETWEEN FC6 AND THE R-CNN HEAD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FRCNN</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>GeoVis-S (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Params</td>
<td>16,781,312</td>
<td>201,359,372</td>
<td>33,570,829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2 shows a qualitative comparison between SIN and our GeoVis-S at 0.8 confidence threshold. As SIN passes messages between regions based on a single graphical representation wherein edges encode joint spatio-visual relationships between regions, it fails in utilizing context for rare object placements. In the first image it fails to detect the man who rides the bus since VOC07+12 contains very few examples with that particular spatio-visual relation between bus and person. Similarly, in the last image, SIN fails to detect the chair outside as it is under different illumination. Our method detects these two objects perfectly as it utilizes two graphs for message passing, separate for visual and geometric relationships, hence relaxes SIN’s constraint.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a suite of lightweight techniques for capturing context in object detection. For some of our methods, we only use annotations in terms of object and attribute categories, on a small dataset (PASCAL), without expensive subject-verb-object relations. Most of our methods incur only negligible cost compared to the baseline Structure Inference Net method since we only adjust edge weights. For others of our methods, we switch to a framework which is 6× more efficient than SIN, with results that are comparable or even stronger than SIN. In the future, we will explore the promise of context-based representations for scenarios such as domain adaptation, weakly supervised detection, and video detection.
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